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Key Facts
Fintechs present innovations at Finovate Europe
The focus is less on disruption and more about everyday solutions which can be applied to
special areas and used for everyday applications
Integrated payments solutions on a blockchain basis
Data analytics and artificial intelligence open up benefits by means of embedding themselves
directly in applications
Authentication services use smartphones as the key interface in respect of electronic identity
(eID)
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Fintech Trends
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of-sale based on geo data to offering insurance cover for recent purchases.

If Finovate is seen to be the gauge of the
innovation vector in the finance industry, it
is currently much less the disrupting element on the agenda: The innovations presented by the Fintechs are primarily the result of a recombination of tried-and-tested
technologies and features. The solutions
open up this scalable application for everyday use – thus achieving innovation for
banks and users at the same time.
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Sources
INTERNET:

http://europe2017.finovate.com/
https://www.caxtonfx.com/
https://www.dswiss.com/en/
https://www.iproov.com/
https://www.salemove.com/
http://www.eyeverify.com/
https://business.hooyu.com/
https://leveris.com/
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As a Transformation Analyst at CORE, Julius Heitmann supports the conception of complex IT transformations. In the automotive industry, he has gained extensive experience in dealing with Big Data and Data Analytics. In particular, he brings
this into the analysis and optimization of large amounts of data
and develops pass-through control systems for data processing, especially in the financial sector.
Mail: Julius.heitmann@coretransform.com

Malte Hoffmann is a Transformation Associate at CORE. As an
industrial engineer, he has a wealth of experience in business
development and project management, supporting companies
in this field, especially in the conception and implementation
of complex digitization projects. One of his activities is on
transformations in core banking systems.

Mail: malte.hoffmann@coretransform.com
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